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Scale 1:10 
Paper Size: A4

Same Edge Colour: Seam Join 
                      : Fold
                            : Placing
                 : Dimensions
             : Bias tape

Paper Pattern 
Fabric: Lyco Linen 50% TENCEL, 50% Organic Cotton Linen
Width 140, Length 250 cm (100 inches)



The Dazzle Cape by Ece Akbulut
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Instruction Dazzle Cape

1. Copy Pattern on your fabric, set marks and cut

2. Overcast the edges from all pieces

3. Make the folds in the frontpieces and in the backpiece 
(take the marks in the pattern as orientation), �x them with pins and iron.

4. Make the 4 buttonholes (One in each frontpiece and two in the backpiece as in the pattern)

5. Connect frontpiece and backpiece at shoulder seam, sew but let the neckhole unsewed

6. Turn the pieces around, iron and make topstitches on shoulders and on the neckhole

7. Connect the side seams as you connected the shoulder seam, let the armhole out and sew

8. Turn the pieces around, iron and make topstiches on the sides

9. Turn over 1cm from the hem and topstich, iron

10. Turn the belt in the middle and iron

11. Sew the sides from the belt but let one small side unsewed to pull the piece to the right side

12. After pulling it to the right side iron the belt and topstich every side from it

13. Add the belt buckle and pull the belt through the buttonholes
(from the left frontpiece to the left backpiece out and then in the right buttonhole 
from the back to the front right buttonhole and close the belt buckle on the front)


